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when the greek army sets sail, they set up their base camp at a now-impassable barrier between troy and its star ally in the south: sparta. agamemnon then
faces the option of handing the city over to the trojans or pursuing an invasion of the city himself. instead, he sends menelaus and an army to take troy from
the rear while he remains in sparta to prepare the war against agamemnon. as the greek army approaches troy, it is joined by a greek force from argos led by
menelaus. however, this plan fails when paris' brother, menelaus, is killed during a battle with a trojan army. knowing paris will commit vengeance, the greek
army flees from the battlefield. paris takes helen and her daughter, hermione, back to sparta, who is pregnant with menelaus' child. when menelaus learns of
paris' betrayal, he sails for sparta. there, he seeks help from the angered king agamemnon, who, despite enjoying the friendship, has always considered
menelaus' brother, paris, as a traitor. but now, the achaean invasion makes it even more imperative that menelaus conquer troy. when he arrives at troy,
menelaus faces the prospect of making peace with the trojans, thus ending the war. he and his allies learn of the whereabouts of helen and her daughter. to
recover hermione and his unborn child, he will have to retake troy. menelaus leads an army of spartans against troy. after two weeks of fighting, the greek
forces take the city of troy. however, agamemnon is blamed for the loss of the city and is ordered to withdraw. the fleet returns to greece where the
peloponnesians celebrate their victory.
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pean had been in trouble with the law before writing "to helen", as well as with poe. in 1846, he was accused of stealing a hat at a bazaar. poe considered pean
to be a bad influence on him and worried that he would go down the same path as pean when he finished high school. poe believed that he would make a

better writer after he finished school. poe began to write in the third person when he wrote "to helen". poe wanted to see whether his writing had improved
after publishing "the tell-tale heart". "to helen" was to be his most ambitious achievement, he said. poe never published the poem as a short story. "to helen"

was rejected by the u.s. publisher, james r. helen of troy is an epic story. it is set about 500 bc in ancient greece and concerns the goddess helen. its characters
include paris, the most charming of the warriors; prince menelaus of sparta; and the great hero achilles. they have all worked together to restore peace to the
land, and are going to share the spoils of war. but then the time comes for the hero to stand alone, or so he thinks, and helen is the prize. with no one to stand

between her and menelaus, she could choose any one of the three heroic figures. in the end, she comes to a decision based on the most overused and
simplistic logic imaginable: the trojan prince is the most attractive, and so the one who should inherit her favour. there is quite a bit more to this scripted movie

than meets the eye. in fact, the title may seem a bit misleading. the truth is that this movie is the story of the battle of troy based on a poem by the greek
poet, homer. the epic, while comic and tragic in parts, deals with greek ideals of the day. 5ec8ef588b
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